Vision

To be one of the WORLD UNIVERSITIES that produce value for continuous IMPROVEMENT

Mission

To be an institution with the goal to add value to the city, society and humanity, Considering the education, research and community service activities its main task; A place where meritorious people who use resources effectively and accountably, meet for a good, fair and sustainable World; Believing in the ethics and freedom of science in its activities without any conditions, With the prevailing culture of internalized quality and tolerance, and With a consistently developing space in physical, digital, social, cultural and psychological manner.

“Ecological, Economic and Social Sustainability”
Sustainability is a concept that has entered our life in the last 20 years. The growing awareness of such problems as global climate change, environmental pollution, deforestation, the exhaustion of plant and animal species, and depletion of energy resources we use has brought us to this point.

This concept tells us: “Meet the needs of today without dispossessing future generations of the opportunity meeting their own needs!” In other words, we have a responsibility to keep the environment clean at all stages of our production and consumption activities and to use resources as little as possible.

While studies on the world are progressing rapidly, there are many steps to be taken by our country. In order for these steps to be taken healthily, cooperation is needed between the state, companies, non-governmental organizations, universities and individuals who conduct scientific studies.

We, as Istanbul Gelisim University, want to fulfill our responsibility with the support of our students and leave a more livable world for the next generations. For this, we chose “Sustainability” as the main theme of our university.

As a beginning, we have put a mandatory “Introduction to Sustainability” course into the curriculum of all our departments, believing in the power of awareness and education. Together we will become conscious, and then we will fulfill our responsibilities.

As the University, we set out to act as required by the concept of sustainability in all future activities and projects. With the support of you students, we will create a better world, together!
Dear Students,

Our age is now, in the strict sense, an education age. Aside from the education given by the family, we are entrusting our children to specialist trainers from the very young age. Kindergarten, primary and secondary school, high school and at the end of all this the beautiful destination – a successful university with international values!

The most beautiful and productive years that young people will spend their lives perhaps are the years of university... As Istanbul Gelisim University, we deliver our young people through all the doors we open to the very center of qualified education, removing all obstacles in front of accessing information. We also know that education is not just about classrooms, conference rooms, or laboratories. With the social environment of our university, we are cultivating a culture of living together with our students. We show them everything they can learn about the department they are studying, and introduce the world and humanity to them, also aim to educate our students as entrepreneurial, researching, questioning, solution-oriented, leaders of social development with high ethical values. We prove that we are on the right track at the point of realizing this goal taking place between Turkey’s most preferred foundation universities.

Together with our valuable students, we are establishing a universal teaching and research institution based on the qualifications and accreditation principles and practices in accordance with international quality standards in qualified and professional training programs. At the same time, we are making a major contribution to the social, economic and cultural development of Turkey and the World with all these qualities.

Dear young people, Istanbul Gelisim University, is the only higher education institution accredited from Europe with 54 programs, and the Turkish University with the highest number of accredited programs. In this way, with the cooperation we have made with more than 100 world universities, we are increasing the possibilities for you to communicate with the world and different cultures.

As Istanbul Gelisim University, the steps we took on our way with the aim of internationalization and with the belief of becoming a world university, made tremendous impact. We took place as the only university from Turkey among 7 universities in the world in the final assessment of ‘Internationalization Strategy of the Year’ at the Times Higher Education (THE) Asia Awards 2019, recognized as ‘The Oscars of Higher Education’ where the best universities of Asia are determined.

With the campus area located in Istanbul, Turkey’s and the world’s financial and commercial center, we offer you a safe and qualified student life. We also create a warm atmosphere for our students who are away from their parents but want to live in a family environment. We invite you to Istanbul Gelisim University to accumulate beautiful memories and to live all these beauties, to join our family consisting of 23700 students, that 1100 of them are international students, and 23908 alumni educated with leader qualities, on this beautiful journey to the future. We know that only believers of change are those who will leave a lasting imprint on the earth, and believe that changes can only take place with the efforts of open-minded people.

Abdülkadir Gayretli
Chairman of the Board of Trustees
Dear youngsters,

There is a rapid transformation in the field of higher education. Our task is to prepare our universities for development and transformation. In order to achieve this aim, it is a necessity for our universities to adopt an appropriate management approach. It is of great importance for our country not to be late.

In order to realize development and transformation, our universities need to be managed with the principle of ‘innovation, creativity and competition’. Istanbul Gelisim University has accepted the notion of “who doesn’t try to be better cannot stay good, as well” as a basic principle in order to fulfill this mission which is meaning of Gelisim.

Our management philosophy is set as:

- Success-oriented university,
- Human-oriented management,
- Science-oriented work environment.

In order to provide a better higher education service to our students, our goal is to make Istanbul Gelisim University a “Model University” in Turkey and one of the leading universities of the World.

IGU has the potential for this goal. We have proved that our educational quality is in international standards with the accreditation of 54 programs. We are moving forward establishing cooperations with world universities according to our internationalization strategy. As a manifestation of this, Istanbul Gelisim University has achieved great success being shortlisted in the final of the Times Higher Education (THE) Awards Asia 2019, known as the “Oscars of higher education”, together with 6 Asian universities under the category of “International Strategy of the Year”.

The most powerful aspect of Istanbul Gelisim University family is that it is always open to improvement. Those who are open to improvement, can build a future full of success together.

With my most sincere regards, “nobody can make a difference adopting the dominant view”.

Prof. Dr. Burhan Aykaç
Rector of Istanbul Gelisim University
We have managed to become one of the most preferred foundation universities in Turkey, now we aim to take our place among the World universities.
IGU that adopts “Improvement” policy in all areas in need of Turkey and the world, has trained 23908 alumni with the leadership qualifications in accordance with the principles and procedures of the accreditations which it has so far. Istanbul Gelisim University, which cooperates with 102 world universities, motivates associate, undergraduate, master and doctoral students to become international. Finance of Turkey and the world, of which campus area located in Istanbul which is one of the trade centers, offers huge research complex consisting of 112 laboratory services to students. There are 17 research centers in IGU and 78 student clubs that enable students to engage in social, cultural, scientific and sportive activities apart from the class.
INTERNATIONAL PROGRESS

54 International Accreditations

1100 International Students from 56 Countries

Cooperation with 102 International Universities

82 Erasmus Exchange Programs 18 Bilateral Agreements
INTERNATIONAL ACCREDITATION

Turkey’s University with the most internationally ACCREDITED Programs

54 Accredited Programs
Accreditation means documenting the quality of education for universities. Applying to both national and international organizations, universities have their education approved in terms of “quality”.

**What is the Importance of Accreditation?**

The compliance of a program accredited by an international organization with the programs of higher education is documented. **International accreditation gives international validity to university diplomas.** That enables both the mobility of students and academics, and the development of scientific projects.

**Istanbul Gelisim University** that attaches great importance to internationalization in education, and offers its students and alumni the opportunity to continue their education and work in all over the world with the protocols it has signed with international accreditation and international universities.

IGU, which has made significant investments in opportunities for its physical capacity, human resources and its students on its way to becoming at “Reputable World University”, initiated a very assertive breakthrough process in 2017.

It voluntarily included its 87 departments from health sciences to sports sciences, from social sciences to engineering sciences in the accreditation evaluation applying to German, British and US accreditation organizations, and as a result of this evaluation, it has become the university with the most accredited programs in Turkey.

As a result of the quality assurance audits, as of spring 2018, **54 programs** of Istanbul Gelisim University were examined in detail by a committee of international experts appointed by organizations such as AQAS, AHPGS and PEARSON and it was found eligible for **unconditional accreditation.**
SHORTLISTED

International Strategy of the Year

Istanbul Gelişim University
Times Higher Education Asia (THE) 2019, known as the Oscars of higher education, finished the determination of the best universities in Asia. Istanbul Gelisim University (IGU), took place as the only university from Turkey in the final of the category of ‘Internationalization Strategy of the Year’ where 7 universities from around the World were shortlisted.

The evaluation of the ‘Internationalization Strategy of the Year’ category is based on the success achieved in establishing a strategic approach to institutional partnerships, international activities, international staff and student recruitment.

Istanbul Gelisim University, being shortlisted for the final of 80 Asian universities from 21 countries, has registered its success with the steps taken in the field of ‘internationalization’.
Exchange Programs aim to bring together various cultures in academic and social context by strengthening cooperation among higher education institutions. Exchange Programs are programs that offer maximum 12 months of education and/or internship in another country, aiming at strengthening the personal development of the participants and increasing their employment opportunities.

The exchange programs carried out by the International Relations Office also include various projects such as the participation of personnel in the mobility of training and teaching in an institution abroad, joint conferences and the organization of multidisciplinary activities. Exchange programs contribute to the participants both academically and socially.

Exchange Programs contributes to

- Increase cross-country and corporate cooperation
- Provide the intercultural interaction of students and trainers
- Increase the professional and personal skills of the participants
- Increase the international recognition
- Learn foreign languages
- Provide effective communication and make students express themselves well
- Understand and appreciate differences
- Gain self-confidence and recognize their own limits
- Get to know different cultures closely
**BILATERAL AGREEMENTS**

- University of West of England-Bristol
- Technical University of Sofia
- Palermo University
- University of Novi Sad
- European University (Makedonian)
- Universite Du Quebec A Trois-Rivieres
- Stefan Cel Mare University
- University of Sevilla
- Nagasaki Institute of Applied Science
- Kent State University
- Jadara University in Irbid
- University of Sevilla
- Capitol University
- University of Havai at Manoa
- University of Novi Sad
- Zahia Fares University of Medea
- Zwail City of Science and Technology
- Ziane Achour University of Djelfa
- Chungbuk National University, Republic of Korea
- Woosong University

---
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Contracted Universities

Within the scope of European Union Projects
• Haute Ecole Libre de Bruxelles-Ilya Prigogine
• Haute Ecole Francisko Ferrer
• Angel Kanchev University of Ruse
• Veliko Tarnovo University
• Technical University of Sofia
• Trakia University
• National Sports Academi “Vasil Levski” Sofia
• Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of Osijek-UNIOS
• University of Rijeka
• University of Zadar
• Moravian University College Olomouc
• Private College of Economics Studies Znojmo Ltd.
• University of Sheffield
• Estonian Entrepreneurship University of Applied Sciences (EUAS)
• Tallinn University of Natural Sciences and Health
• Turun Yliopisto, University of Turku
• Aalen University
• Nuertingen-Geisingen University
• University of Vechta
• University of Applied Sciences Wedel
• University of the Peloponnese
• College of Dunaujvaros
• Edutus College
• Eötvös Jozsef College
• University of West Hungary
• Universita di Foggia
• University of Pisa
• University of Trento
• The University of Economics and Culture
• Riga Building College
• Kauna Kolegija/University of Applied Sciences
• Vilniaus kooperacijos kolegija (VKK)
• Klaipeda University
• State University of Tetovo
• University of Life Sciences in Lublin
• Vincent Pol University in Lublin
• The University of Commerce and Services in Poznan (WSHIU)
• Karkonosze College
• Nicolaus Copernicus University in Torun
• Cracow University of Technology
• Jerzy Korczak University of Pedagogy in Warsaw
• Jozef Rusiecki Olsztyn University College
• Koszalin University of Technology
• Lublin University of Technology
• Powislanski College in Kwidzyn
• The East European State University
• Tischner European State University
• University of Gdansk
• University of Opole
• University of Information Technology and Management
• University of Euroregional Economy of Josefow- Warsaw
• The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin
• State University of Applied Sciences in Konin
• ESAD College of Art and Design
• Polytechnic Institute of Braganca
• Polytechnic Institute of Coimbra
• Polytechnic Institute of Guarda
• University of Politecnico De Porto
• ISAG- European Business School
• University of the Azores
• University of Beira Interior
• University of Evora
• University of Lusofona
• University of Nova de Lisboa
• Stefan Cel Mare University of Suceava
• Titu Maiorescu University
• 1 Decembrie 1918’ University of Alba Iulia
• University of Oradea
• University of Pitesti
• Comenius University in Bratislava
• Matej Bel University in Banska Bystrica
• University of Zilina
• University of Primorska
• University of Autonoma de Madrid
• University of Malaga
• University of Oviedo
• Technical University of Cartagena
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENT OFFICE

1100 INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS from 56 Different Countries
Our mission is to train original individuals open to scientific and technological developments, self-confident in all areas, with team work and ethical values according to the sector, critical thinking ability, problem solving skills, aiming to be a leader in the field, with proactive behaviour, trying to discover the privileged world of being IGU member and explore alternative perspectives to the World, and who are equipped with social responsibility awareness and who look at the future with hope, perseverance and belief.

Our vision is to provide quality and professional education; To establish a global research network; To realize joint projects with internationally recognized universities and to make a name for itself as an international educational institution in the World; To accelerate world development by establishing effective and sustainable university-industry cooperation by conducting interdisciplinary and socially beneficial research; To take existing education opportunities further creating a corporate culture based on participation and teamwork with all academic and administrative staff, and contribute to the social, economic and cultural development of Turkey and the World.
The International Student Office has been coordinating the international student activities of Istanbul Gelisim University since January 2018. During this period, the University carries out many national and international activities such as Publicity Fairs, Internationalization Activities, Publicity Networks, Exams for International Student (YÖS).

IGU International Student Office aims to adapt to the social and cultural life of the students with the social activities carried out in addition to academic studies together with the placement of students in the university.

Different national and international activities are carried out by our department, in accordance with its vision. Istanbul Gelisim University International Student Office, which aims to reach every international student who wishes to enrol in our university, establishes partnerships with higher education institutions around the world. Agreements have been signed with more than 100 sectors and business partners so far. In addition to being in contact with these partners, it also participates in national and international organizations. In addition to our sectoral agreements, our university have applied for the recognition to many states that are goal countries together with the support of The Republic of Turkey for the International Student Policy. Our recognition from the Republic of Iraq has been achieved and the recognition process continues with the official authorities of Lebanon, Palestine, Iran, Jordan and Kuwait.

In a very short period of time, it has contributed to our university’s achievement of its goals of becoming a world university by placing international students from 56 countries in University Education and Turkish Language Education (TÖMER).

Our team consisting of different countries such as Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Senegal, Azerbaijan, Syria and Kosovo has a multinational structure in accordance with internationalization policies. Our goals are the improvement of the current education opportunities, and contribution to the social, economic and cultural development in Turkey and the world by creating a corporate culture that depends on the participation of all the academic and administrative personnel and teamwork.
**Application Process**

International student admissions are carried out by the International Student Office. Before starting the application process, please make sure that you have got an electronic copy of the following documents in PDF format:

1. Copy of your passport (personal information page)
2. Photocopy of high school diploma (if you are in the last year of high school, an official letter from the high school administration indicating your situation)
3. Official transcript
4. Maximum 1 page motivation letter (not mandatory)

**Here are the steps and processes that international students need to take to apply to Gelisim:**

- Check the minimum admission criteria for Istanbul Gelisim University. ([https://international.gelisim.edu.tr/Sayfa/igu-kabul-kriterleri](https://international.gelisim.edu.tr/Sayfa/igu-kabul-kriterleri))
- Fill out the application form at [http://onkayit.gelisim.edu.tr/On_Kayit_Yabanci_Uyruk.aspx](http://onkayit.gelisim.edu.tr/On_Kayit_Yabanci_Uyruk.aspx)
- Within 2-5 working days your conditional admission will be notified over e-mail by the International Student Office of Istanbul Gelisim University.
- Pay a deposit in the amount of 1000 USD and send the receipt by e-mail (iso@gelisim.edu.tr)
- Within 5-10 working days, your acceptance and visa letters will be sent over e-mail by Istanbul Gelisim University International Student Office.
- Apply for study visa to the nearest Turkish Republic Consulate / Embassy.
- Enter with your student visa to Turkey, come to Istanbul Gelisim University Rectorate Building, visit the International Student Office, and complete your registration.
- Apply for health insurance and residence permit.
- Take the language exam.
- Check your course schedules over the OBIS system.

**Documents required for International Student Enrollment**

1. High school diploma (Notarized Turkish translation)
2. Transcript (Notarized Turkish translation)
3. Passport (Notarized Turkish translation)
4. Equivalency certificate (Equivalency certificate is needed for all students who have completed High School outside of Turkey. You can get equivalence certificate from the Directorate of National Education in Istanbul, or from the Turkish Embassy in your country. When you apply for Equivalence certification, you need to have with you the acceptance letter you receive from our university, original and notarized translation of the diploma.)
5. Letter of acceptance
6. Two passport-size photos (taken within the last 6 months)
7. Pre-registration payment receipt and first installment payment receipt (You must pay the first installment amount of your remaining payment when you come to registration.)
8. Application form (you can get the application form from the international office.)
9. For departments that require special conditions, a health report and a judicial registry report are required according to the department.
10. (Civil Aviation Cabin Services (associate degree), Aviation Management (undergraduate), Civil Air Transportation Management (associate degree), Aircraft Body-Engine Maintenance (undergraduate), Aircraft Technology (associate degree), First and Emergency Aid (associate degree) were subject to special conditions by the decision of YÖK (Higher Education Council.)
To be a Gelisim member
The university intertwined with the city and integrated with the name of the city

- Continuous scholarships
- 30% scholarship in the first 5 preferences (Applies to 100% Paid Quotas)
- To provide the advantage of competent, equipped education to our 23,700 national and international students in terms of intercultural education discipline
- To offer students the opportunity of international education having the feature of being the university which has the Turkey’s most accredited departments
- To live in a family environment away from family
- To feel cared in student-oriented education
- To study abroad for a semester or a year at different universities in the world
- To gain a sense of leadership and responsibility with the mentoring system
- To meet the language education with the free “Weekend School” program in the preparatory class so that our students studying English can learn their major more easily and comfortably.
- To meet the cost of their course if the associate and undergraduate degree students studying in the departments in Turkish go to any foreign language courses they want to improve their foreign language, and when they get at least 70 points by taking YÖKDİL exam (Foreign Language Exam of the Council of Higher Education).
- To take online courses via Skype in parallel with the department and program syllabus by the leading academicians of the world famous universities in the UK.
- To graduate with two diplomas by studying double major with fee waiver in order to expand academic knowledge and to be able to work interdisciplinary
- To make national and international organizations through student clubs
- To meet the office furniture of the alumni who set up their own workplaces after graduation by the Board of Trustees
- To enable them to complete a project before graduation directing students to research projects from the first year
- To sign projects all over the world by cooperating with faculty members through research and entrepreneurship opportunities
- To be able to do lateral transfer with scholarship in case of the required conditions are met even if their points are not sufficient for the department
- To support students to have an academic career
- To have practical training in our laboratories equipped with high-level technology
- Internship in contracted institutions as well as intense training to get prepared for business life
- To be able to study with the 50% scholarship in paid quota in case they continue in IGU as well as the opportunity to complete the undergraduate degree to the students who are successful in DGS (Upper Transition Exam) by taking the free DGS course while studying associate degree
- Students who are ranked in the Higher Education Institutions Examination (YKS), prefer scholarship programs and receive a scholarship if they are accepted to the university (a certain amount each month depending on the degree)
- Receiving a certificate of free lateral transfer opportunity in accordance with the fields of interest
- Studying at a university intertwined with the city and integrated with the city’s name.
The university intertwined with the city and integrated with the name of the city.
Istanbul Gelisim University is one of the most important research centres, and it is a different and distinguished learning environment for associate, undergraduate, master and doctoral students in many academic and professional fields. IGU, which makes a difference in its own field with its methods based on human, science and success, provides the students who are accepted to Istanbul Gelisim University with opportunities in various branches.

Reimbursed Foreign Language Course

In order to improve the skill of foreign languages of associate and undergraduate degree students who study in the departments in Turkish, the cost is paid by the university if they get at least 70 points in the YDS and YÖKDİL exams at the end of whichever language course they want.

Opportunities for Education Abroad

International faculty members and students support research and teaching in various subjects including global issues. Our university aims to establish academic relations with many countries and regions.

- **Language training** for a more affordable price by means of the education consultancy abroad which is contracted with the university
- Meeting the cost of **the departure / arrival flights** of our students who go abroad for language training
- To be able to take lessons from the faculty members abroad by **video conferencing**
- To take **online courses** by the academicians who are specialists in their own field from the world famous universities in the UK via **Skype** in parallel with the department and program syllabus.
- The opportunity of **studying in European countries** at least one semester or **maximum 1 year** through **Erasmus+** Student Exchange Program
Full Support to Education and Projects

İstanbul Gelisim University encourages our personnel, students and shared community on how to use of the knowledge about how to understand the world, how information is founded and shared, and how global problems are solved. Our university aims to improve the knowledge and learning at the highest level in all its fields and to carry the products that result from the efforts to the world.

- Graduating with two undergraduate certificates by studying double major with fee waiver
- The opportunity to transfer the department by lateral transition with the scholarship when the required conditions are met if the student could not be accepted to the department they want
- To receive practical training in our laboratories equipped with high-level technology
- To support our students with a holistic approach by the project “I Have an Idea (Benim Bir Fikrim Var)”
- Meeting of office furniture of alumni who have founded their own workplaces
- To meet the language training with the free “Weekend School” program in the preparatory class so that our students studying in English can learn their major more easily and comfortably.

Unlimited Selective Courses Pool

You can progress confidently in your career by preferring selective courses aimed at providing general knowledge or skills in areas such as science, technology, health, arts and sports.

Adopting the “improvement principle”, our university contributes to the career development by providing students with the opportunity to obtain all the necessary information about their professional and personal goals.
DOUBLE MAJOR AND MINOR
WITH FEE WAIVER
FOR THE ASSOCIATE AND UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS

Double Major
The aim of the double major program is to ensure that the students who successfully carry out their major programs receive a diploma in a second branch free of charge. Students with a GPA of 2.72 out of 4.00 in their major and who are in the 20% success rate in their associate / undergraduate degree program can study the second major diploma program free of charge.

Minor
It is the program that enables the student who enrolled in a diploma program to receive a certificate (minor certificate) which does not replace the major diploma by taking a limited number of courses on a specific subject within the scope of another diploma program within the same higher education institution, provided that the students meet the requirements. Students can apply to the minor program at the earliest at the beginning of the third semester and at the beginning of the sixth semester at the latest. Students who have successfully passed all the credited courses until the semester they apply in the undergraduate program can apply to the minor program.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faculty of Engineering and Architecture</th>
<th>School of Physical Education and Sports</th>
<th>Faculty of Fine Arts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of Department 8</td>
<td>Numbers of Department 4</td>
<td>Numbers of Department 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty of Economics, Administrative and Social Sciences</td>
<td>School of Applied Sciences</td>
<td>Istanbul Gelisim Vocational School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of Department 24</td>
<td>Numbers of Department 13</td>
<td>Numbers of Programs 36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School of Physical Education and Sports / Faculty of Fine Arts / Faculty of Economics, Administrative and Social Sciences / School of Applied Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faculty of Fine Arts</th>
<th>Faculty of Economics, Administrative and Social Sciences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of Department 7</td>
<td>Numbers of Department 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul Gelisim Vocational School</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of Programs 36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School of Health Sciences</th>
<th>School of Physical Education and Sports</th>
<th>Faculty of Fine Arts</th>
<th>Faculty of Economics, Administrative and Social Sciences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of Department 15</td>
<td>Numbers of Department 4</td>
<td>Numbers of Department 7</td>
<td>Numbers of Department 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Applied Sciences</td>
<td>School of Applied Sciences</td>
<td>Istanbul Gelisim Vocational School</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of Department 13</td>
<td>Numbers of Programs 36</td>
<td>Vocational School of Health Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vocational School of Health</th>
<th>Vocational School of Health Services</th>
<th>Istanbul Gelisim Vocational School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of Department 36</td>
<td>Numbers of Program 21</td>
<td>Numbers of Department 36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FEE WAIVER FOR PREFERENCE: Students who prefer and are accepted the paid quotas of Istanbul Gelisim University in any line of the top 5 preferences benefit from **30% preference fee waiver** and pay the annual tuition fee with 30% discount. For those who exceed the normal education period and who receive disciplinary punishment, it is decided whether their scholarship right will reserve or not by the Board of Directors of Istanbul Gelisim University.

FEE WAIVERS: Scholarships provided for students placed in scholarship programs only cover tuition fees. Apart from that; cost of housing, food, transportation, books and so on are not covered by the scholarship. Scholarships are non-refundable and are not abolished during usual education period. For those who exceed the usual education period and who receive disciplinary punishment, it is decided whether the scholarship will be given or not by the Board of Directors of Istanbul Gelisim University.

75% FEE WAIVERS: Students placed by OSYM with the **75% discount** pay the annual tuition fee with 75% discount. Scholarships are non-refundable and are not abolished during usual education period. For those who exceed the usual education period and who receive disciplinary punishment, it is decided whether the scholarship will be given or not by the Board of Directors of Istanbul Gelisim University.

50% FEE WAIVERS: Students placed by OSYM with the **50% discount** pay the annual tuition fee with 50% discount. Scholarships are non-refundable and are not abolished during usual education period. For those who exceed the usual education period and who receive disciplinary punishment, it is decided whether the scholarship will be given or not by the Board of Directors of Istanbul Gelisim University.

25% FEE WAIVERS: Students placed by OSYM with the **25% discount** pay the annual tuition fee with 25% discount. Scholarships are non-refundable and are not abolished during usual education period. For those who exceed the usual education period and who receive disciplinary punishment, it is decided whether the scholarship will be given or not by the Board of Directors of Istanbul Gelisim University.

SUCCESS SCHOLARSHIPS: Istanbul Gelisim University rewards our successful students with the **Success Scholarship**. In addition, scholarships are granted to the successful students who are inadequate in financial conditions at the rate determined by the Board of Trustees.

SIBLING SCHOLARSHIPS: If more than one sibling studies at our university, each sibling receives the **5% discount** on the tuition fee. This discount is valid as long as both siblings study at the same time.

SCHOLARSHIPS OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES: Students who have been accepted to the programs with the scholarship of our university due to their rank in YKS (Higher Education Institution Exam) receive monthly maintenance in the amount of:

- **Excellence Scholarships**
  - 2500 TRY (to the Top 10)
  - 1500 TRY (to the Top 500)
  - 2000 TRY (to the Top 100)
  - 1000 TRY (to the Top 1000).

This scholarship is not applied to the students who are placed with the language exam point. **“EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIPS”** are provided for 9 months. Excluding absence, failure and disciplinary record, it is valid for 2 years in associate degree programs and 4 years in undergraduate programs.

CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPS: In the academic year, a discount is applied at the predetermined rates to the students from various contracted educational institutions in case they prefer and are accepted to Istanbul Gelisim University.

RE & DE INCENTIVE SCHOLARSHIPS: **Re & De Incentive Scholarship** is given to our students who carry out worldwide innovative and entrepreneurial projects at Istanbul Gelisim University.

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE (IB) SUPPORT SCHOLARSHIPS: Students who has International Baccalaureate (IB) diploma and 35-45 points study with scholarship. The scholarship which is provided to students who are placed in the programs with scholarship covers only tuition fees. Apart from that; cost of housing, food, transportation, books and so on are not covered by the scholarship. Scholarships are non-refundable and are not abolished during usual education period. For those who exceed the usual education period and who receive disciplinary punishment, it is decided whether the scholarship will be given or not by the Board of Directors of Istanbul Gelisim University. Tuition fee waiver mentioned here is provided to students who are placed in the programs where the students with scholarship are accepted according to the placement guide.
Continuous Scholarship Opportunities!

- **30%** for paid quotas 100%
  - Opportunity to study with 30% Fee Waiver for the top 5 preferences

- **100%**
  - Opportunity to study with One Hundred Percent Fee Waiver

- **75%**
  - Opportunity to study with Seventy Five Percent Fee Waiver

- **50%**
  - Opportunity to study with Fifty Percent Fee Waiver

- **25%**
  - Opportunity to study with Twenty Five Percent Fee Waiver

Istanbul Gelisim University

+90 212 422 70 00
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Achievements and Awards of
ISTANBUL GELISIM UNIVERSITY

Communication Design
• 25th Turgut Pura Foundation Painting and Sculpture Competition - Honorable Mention

Fashion and Textile Design
• Kardelen Çetin: “Are You Fashionable? Combine Competition” Winner of December

First and Emergency Aid
• In 2014, “Ambulance Rally” the winner of 3 stages of 4

Business Administration
• 18th Finance Symposium Third Prize for papers, Finance Science Platform, 2014

Banking and Insurance
• At the end of the event, which provided basic information about the “Futures and Options Market” held at Borsa Istanbul in 2018, our student was deemed worthy of the first prize of the competition and was entitled to participate in the Borsa Istanbul Student Training Program for two weeks.

Gastronomy
• Chefs of The Future, 2017, second place in general classification, first in the dessert category
• 6th Golden Ladle International Meals Competition, 2017, Awards: 1 gold, 3 silver, 2 bronze
• 16th International Istanbul Culinary Days 2018, Awards: 2 gold, 1 silver, 1 bronze

Ministry of Environment and Urbanization General Directorate for Protection of Natural Assets, Turkish Environmental Protection Foundation, 2017

Public Relations and Advertising
• 2016, RATEM (Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters) competition named “An Idea Came to My Mind” among university students, First Prize in the Best Radio Advertisement category.
• 2016, SHW (State Hydraulic Works) second prize “World Water Day” advertising competition
Achievements and Awards of ISTANBUL GELISIM UNIVERSITY

Department of Coaching Education and Recreation

- In 2018, our sports training consultant Namık Ekin got in Guinness World Record by lifting 301 tons and 115 kg in total under water for 24 hours
- 2019, Istanbul Gelisim University Futsal Team Istanbul Championship
- 2018, IBB Tulip Festival Inter-University Beach Football Tournament Championship
- 2018, 3rd prize in Football in 15th Turkish Coach Sports Fest University Sports Games organized by the Turkish University Sports Federation.
- 2017 3rd prize of Men’s Volleyball Team in UNILEAUGE Men’s volleyball competitions.
- 2017, Student of Istanbul Gelisim University Turkey become a Turkish Champion at 65 kg in Turkish Universities Kick Boxing Championship.
- 2017, Student of Istanbul Gelisim University won 2nd prize in Turkish Kick Boxing Championship at 65 kg
- 2018, Wabba World Championship Body Building Championship 3rd place
- 2017, Student of Istanbul Gelisim University won 3rd prize at Turkish Kick Boxing Championship
- 2017, Student of Istanbul Gelisim University won 2nd prize at Turkish Muai Thai Championship
- 2019, Turkey University Sports Men’s Basketball Championship Participation
- 2019, Turkey University Sports Women’s Basketball Championship Participation
- 2019, Turkey University Sports Men’s Volleyball Championship Participation
- 2019, Turkey University Sports Women’s Volleyball Championship Participation
- 2017, Istanbul Province University Sports Men’s Basketball Championship
- 2017, Istanbul Province University Sports Men’s Volleyball Championship
- 2017, Turkish Universities Super League Promotion Championships, Istanbul Gelisim University Men’s Volleyball Team 3rd prize.
Exercise and Sport Sciences

- 2016, Student of Istanbul Gelisim University won 3rd prize at Turkish Inter-University Kick Boxing Championship
- 2016, Student of Istanbul Gelisim University won 2nd prize at Turkish Inter-University Muai Thai Championship
- 2016, Istanbul Gelisim University Men’s Basketball Team became the Champion of Istanbul in the “Inter-University Basketball Competitions”
- 2016, Istanbul Gelisim University Men’s Volleyball Team became the Champion of Istanbul in Istanbul Inter-University Men’s Volleyball Competition
- 2015, Student of Istanbul Gelisim University won 3rd prize at Turkish Inter-University Kick Boxing Championship
- 2016, Student of Istanbul Gelisim University won 2nd prize at Turkish Inter-University Muai Thai Championship
- 2016, Istanbul Gelisim University Men’s Basketball Team became the Champion of Istanbul in the “Inter-University Basketball Competitions”
- 2016, Istanbul Gelisim University Men’s Volleyball Team became the Champion of Istanbul in Istanbul Inter-University Men’s Volleyball Competition

Mechatronics Engineering

- 11th International MEB Robot Competition 2017, winner of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Robot Competition
- 3rd in the World Drone Competition
- 1st, 2nd, and 3rd prizes of Turkish Drone Competition
- 4th in the “World Line Following Robot Competition”

TTO (Technology Transfer Office)

- 2015, Yıldız Technical University “Robot Wars Category” Turkish 2nd prize
- Quarter-Finalist among 3800 participants of TÜSİAD “This Youth Has a Job! Turkey Entrepreneurship Competition”
- 2016, Yıldız Technical University “Robot Wars Category” Turkish 2nd prize
- “Line Follower Category” Turkish 2nd prize
- 2017, Yıldız Technical University “Robot Wars Category” Turkish winner
- 2017, Yıldız Technical University “Line Follower Category” Turkish 2nd prize
- 2017, Istanbul Technical University “Line Follower Category” Turkish 1st, 2nd, and 3rd prizes
- 2017, “Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (Drone) Category” Turkish 3rd prize
- 2017 “Line Follower Category” Turkish 1st, 2nd, and 3rd prizes
- 2017, “Robot Wars Category” Turkish winner

2016, Istanbul Gelisim University Women’s Volleyball Team became the Champion of Istanbul in Istanbul Inter-University Women’s Volleyball Competition
- 2016, Istanbul Gelisim University Men’s Futsal Team won the 2nd prize in “Futsal Tournament”
- 2016, Istanbul Gelisim University men’s football team participated in the Super League competitions at Antalya Koç Sports Fest at university games. Our university has succeeded in staying in the Super League by staying in the group
- 2017 and 2018, Our football team won the 3rd prize KOÇFEST University Games
- 2017, Trakya University “Line Follower Category” Turkish 1st, 2nd, and 3rd prizes
- 2017, Trakya University “Fast Line Follower Category” Turkish 1st, 2nd, and 3rd prizes
- 2017, Ankara Yıldırım Beyazit University “Line Follower Category” Turkish 1st, 2nd, and 3rd prizes

Improvement is Success

+90 212 422 70 00
LABORATORIES

WORKSHOPS / STUDIOS
Istanbul Gelisim University allows you to discover different and exciting ways of learning. High-tech laboratories are available to turn theoretical knowledge into practice in all departments. There are 112 laboratories in total.

- Oral and Dental Health Laboratory
- Operating Room Services Laboratory
- Anaesthesia Laboratory
- Perfusion Techniques Laboratory
- Anthropometry Laboratory
- Anatomy Laboratory
- Printing Workshop
- Nutrition and Dietetics Laboratory
- Computer and Management Technologies Laboratory
- Computer Laboratory
- Biomedical Device Technologies Laboratory
- Child Development Drama Workshop
- Child Development Drawing Workshop
- Drawing Workshop
- Dance Hall
- Sewing Workshop
- Dental Prosthesis Technologies Laboratory
- Weaving Workshop
- Dialysis Laboratory
- Exercise Laboratory
- Electroneurophysiology Laboratory
- Occupational Therapy Laboratory
- Electrotherapy Laboratory
- Electrical and Electronics Laboratory
- Electrical Laboratory
- Electrical Machine – Power Electrical Installation Laboratory
- Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation Laboratory
- Physics I-Physics II Laboratory
- Fitness Centre
- Photography and Videography Laboratory
- Gastronomy Laboratory
- Communication-Control Laboratory
- Nursing Laboratory
- Hydrochloric Soil Laboratory
- First and Emergency Aid Laboratory
- Civil Engineering Laboratory
- Construction Technology Laboratory
- Business Science Laboratory
- Gymnastics
- Cabin Services Laboratory
- Cutting Room
- Macintosh Laboratory
- Mechatronics Laboratory
- Mechanical-Machinery-Manufacturing Laboratory
- Fashion Design Workshop
- Culinary Laboratory
- Fighting Sports Hall
- Pathology Laboratory Techniques Laboratory
- PC Laboratory
- Post Production Laboratory
- Audiology- Audiometry Laboratory
- Optician Laboratory
- Orthopaedic Prosthesis and Orthotics Prosthesis Laboratory
- Automotive Workshop
- Radio, Television and Cinema Studio
- Performance Assessment and Evaluation Laboratory
- Advertising Workshop
- Restoration Conservation Workshop
- Hair Care and Beauty Services Laboratory
- Ceramic Workshop
- Serigraphy Workshop
- Free Activity Area
- Gym
- Medical Laboratory Techniques Laboratory
- TTO Technology Transfer Office Laboratory
- Aircraft Electronics / Avionics Laboratory
- Aircraft Composite Laboratory
- Aircraft Engine Laboratory
- Aircraft Systems Laboratory
- Aircraft Structural / Mechanical Laboratory
- Adult Workshop
APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTERS

National and International Projects with 17 Research Centers
Istanbul Gelisim University Application and Research Centers are the units that constantly improve in their fields involving in the purpose of its establishment, direct science and technology, aim to find solutions to the problems and needs of our country, support the academicians and students to carry out their research in practice, and contribute to its cooperations by keeping up with the national and international developments.

We carry out the researches of our academics and students in practice through our Application and Research Centers, which are active in different fields and closely keep up with the current developments.

- Computer Technologies Robotics Application and Research Center
- Scientific Research Projects Application and Research Center
- Environment and Urbanization and Earth Sciences Application and Research Center
- Economic Policy Research and Application Center
- Istanbul Studies Application and Research Center
- Occupational Health and Safety Training Application and Research Center
- Public and Community Researches Application and Research Center
- Career Orientation Application and Research Center
- Automotive Technologies Application and Research Center
- Political and Social Researches Application and Research Center
- Social Responsibility Application and Research Center
- Continuous Education Application and Research Center
- Technology Transfer Office Application and Research Center
- Gender Studies Application and Research Center
- Turkish and Foreign Language Application and Research Center
- Life Sciences and Biomedical Engineering Application and Research Center
- New Generation Entrepreneurship and Innovation Application and Research Center
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY ROBOTIC APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTER
Our Research and Application Center focuses on electronic circuits, robotic systems, internet of objects, support systems for people with disabilities.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH PROJECTS APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTER
Istanbul Gelisim University encourages to conduct and coordinate financial and administrative affairs of the national and international scientific research projects that are required, and to transfer of budget appropriations to private account and conduct operations and transactions related to the special account and to monitor and conduct the processes of the projects determined by the relevant legislation supported by national and international organizations which researchers from higher education institutions take charge in.

ENVIRONMENT AND URBANIZATION AND EARTH SCIENCES APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTER
Environment and Urbanization and Earth Sciences Application Research Center produces solutions to the problems that arise in its field in the country and carries out studies that will direct new technologies.

ECONOMIC POLICIES APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTER
One of the core areas of activity of the center is to assist in the development of education and training practices by conducting theoretical and practical studies and research on economic policies. To meet the request for research, projects and consultations on issues about the economic policies that can be implemented in Turkey is another activity of the center. In addition, the center aims to organize seminars, conferences and congresses in the field of economic policy and to pioneer such activities.

ISTANBUL STUDIES APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTER
The Center carries out the following activities for the stated purposes:
- To support research activities related to Istanbul and to take part in the research if necessary
- To organize panels, conferences, symposiums, congresses and similar activities related to the field
- To make educational studies and academic publications related to the field
- To cooperate with national and international institutions working in the field.
- To participate in other activities for the purposes of the center
- Organizing trips to historical and touristic places within the boundaries of Istanbul
- Conducting surveys with other disciplines in order to better understand the socio-economic structure in Istanbul

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY TRAINING AND RESEARCH CENTER
- To attend to training, scientific research, application and examination studies on all issues related to occupational health and safety including local, national or international issues, to participate and support the studies on the same issues
- To organize courses, seminars, conferences, symposiums, congresses and similar scientific activities on occupational health and safety issues at national or international level
To support the education activities including specialization in medicine and minor specialization in medicine carried out at undergraduate and graduate levels, and to provide application and research facilities for these training programs within the scope of the study fields.

To ensure the occupational health and safety of all employees within the university and to improve the current occupational health and safety conditions.

To contribute to the cooperation between the university and industry, and to carry out coordination and organization activities among university units which cooperate this on occupational health and safety issues.

To train employer representatives and employees on occupational health and safety issues, and to organize training programs for professionals working in this field.

To contribute to create public opinion on occupational health and safety issues and to become conscious and to protect the health and safety of employees.

To cooperate with public institutions and organizations, and employee and employer institutions, and universities, and real and legal institutions and organizations by representatives of social partners on the workplaces, to carry out studies and to contribute to its activities, to conduct research, project, analysis, laboratory studies and similar studies in accordance with the wishes and needs of these institutions and organizations providing consultancy and expertise services.

To publish national and international publications in visual and printed form in accordance with the establishment objectives of the Center, to issue periodicals, to establish a library and documentation center for monitoring developments and publications.

To contribute the establishment, maintenance and coordination of the units which operate or will operate a cooperation with public institutions and the university within the scope of the relevant legislation within the University, and provide and will provide services in occupational health and safety issues.

To establish a network between national and international organizations which carry out studies on occupational health and safety and experts in this field.

To provide the structure that can use the manpower and its equipment in the most effective way on occupational health and safety for the purposes of the Center and to conduct other studies in accordance with the objectives and principles of the Law no 2547.

PUBLIC AND SOCIETY RESEARCHES APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTER

It carries out demography studies, social development, health sociology / anthropology, political sociology, women studies, training of young girls, lifestyles, socio-cultural trends, welfare improvement activities, special groups such as elderly, adolescents, disabled people, and street children, children exposed to domestic violence, research on human rights and citizenship awareness and practices aimed at increasing awareness, identifying potential problems and carrying out improvement studies in the regions adjacent to the university campus, the participation of women in working life, enhancement of literacy.

CAREER GUIDANCE APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTER

To organize events in order to ensure the need for qualified human resources needed by public and private sector organizations by students who study or studied at the university. To inform students, alumni, institutions and organizations by publishing bulletins on issues related to its activities.

To organize publicity meetings that bring together students and alumni various organizations from different sectors, to provide students with information about profession descriptions, business life and career opportunities in various fields; to provide communication between alumni and companies which hire workers.
• To give information about job search techniques to students through both seminars and individual interviews and to help with issues about active resume writing and have a successful interview
• To search for job opportunities for students who have graduated from any department of the university, including master and doctoral programs.
• To contribute the cooperation, unity and communication among alumni in their post-university life by organizing various activities.
• To create a database of human resources
• To regularly organize trips for business introduction

AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTER
It carries out studies on electrical vehicles, thermal analysis, static and transit analysis.

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL RESEARCHES APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTER
It carries out studies on political science, international relations and sociology.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTER
• To develop social responsibility projects about children, women, young people, disabled people, elderly people whose social participation should be supported in particular.
• To organize activities, meetings and trainings which aim at increasing awareness in the field of social responsibility, especially for young people
• To work in collaboration with other research and application centers and to support other projects
• To carry out social responsibility activities with international collaborations
• To provide basic trainings in the field of social responsibility
• To conduct and publish researches about social responsibility awareness
• To carry out activities for publicity
• To apply and develop new projects on the above-mentioned subjects approved by the Board of Directors
• To carry out other activities to be decided by the Board of Directors.

CONTINUOUS EDUCATION APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTER
To determine currently needed trainings together with YDS Training, Expertise Basic Training, Psychological Test Training, Ottoman Turkish Training, Board of Trustee Composition Training, General English, Manual Therapy Training and to provide these trainings by their experts.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER OFFICE APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTER
Istanbul Gelisim University Technology Transfer Office Application and Research Center takes on the evaluation of the research performance in the university and project development, the management services, and providing training, promotion and awareness services, and training, promotion and awareness services, and providing services to benefit from support programs, supporting intellectual property rights, and transformation of the revealed products into products with added value in cooperation with the university and industry.

GENDER STUDIES APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTER
It studies on the fields such as gender, violence against women, types of violence and their effects, women’s place in work life, child psychology, adolescent psychology, educational psychology, mobbing, child development and parent roles.
TURKISH AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTER

- To teach Turkish and foreign languages in Turkey / abroad
- To present Turkey and Turkish culture to support the language activities
- To prepare programs and develop methods for teaching Turkish and foreign languages by conducting researches and applications
- To carry out joint activities for teaching of Turkish and foreign languages with public institutions and organizations, and private and public universities in Turkish in the framework of international bilateral agreements
- To encourage researches and applications in teaching Turkish and foreign languages

LIFE SCIENCES AND BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTER

Working areas of our center are:

- To direct the related people to TUBITAK, European Union projects and other projects in the field of health
- To cooperate with national and international centers operating in their related fields.
- To publish national and international publications, to prepare projects or participate in projects
- Identify and solve problems in the field of clinical engineering in accordance with the needs of hospitals, and to provide to provide solutions that increase productivity in hospitals, and to develop non-invasive, more reliable and cost-effective methods in diagnosis
- To organize national and international congresses, symposiums and trainings on life sciences, clinical and biomedical engineering researches.
- To make scientific sensations which clarify the society through visual and written press, and to warn the society
- In addition, our students are encouraged to conduct studies on life sciences, clinical and biomedical engineering researches at undergraduate and graduate levels, to direct our students and to involve the students in the related undergraduate and graduate projects.

NEW GENERATION ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION APPLICATION AND RESEARCH CENTER

Istanbul Gelisim University New Generation Entrepreneurship and Innovation Research and Application Center offers alternative entrepreneurship and innovation processes to all its stakeholders. Its tasks are as follows:

- To examine necessary conditions and principles for the development of entrepreneurship in Turkey, and to identify problems with this issue, and to develop solutions
- To create a specialized library, archive and database of the development of entrepreneurship and innovation in Turkey
- To academically cooperate with national and international organizations working on entrepreneurship and innovation
- To make publications with creative and innovative applications and research studies in the field of entrepreneurship
- To contribute to their success by raising their knowledge and skill levels by providing training and consultancy support to entrepreneurial candidates, and to conduct investigations in order to ensure the development of entrepreneurship, and to develop suggestions, and to produce solutions with related organizations
- To conduct studies to equip students, academic staff and entrepreneurs with the necessary skills for the purpose of encouragement for entrepreneurship and enabling them to establish successful businesses
- To ensure the initiation, management, growth, encouragement and understanding of enterprise movements, and to compile developer suggestions for entrepreneurship by cooperating with local and regional organizations, and to perform the programs by creating appropriate models and programs at the local level
- To coordinate professional services in the field of entrepreneurship by bringing together academic communities, business world and administrative institutions, and to organize training services and certificate programs for academic communities and business world
Technology Transfer Office

25 Awards in the National and International Contests
Istanbul Gelisim University Technology Transfer Office plays a role in the evaluation, monitoring, technical support; training, promotion, awareness services, intellectual property rights, and the transformation of the resulting products into products with added value in university-industry cooperation.

8 of the many patents and utility models applied by the University in 2017 have emerged as a result of R & D conducted by TTO; applications have been made, the form has passed the conformity stage and a research report is being prepared. In the university, academicians and students are provided with hardware support for the projects, patents and utility model studies emerging as a result of research studies.

Turkey’s Leader University with the most patents

568 patents
PHARMACEUTICAL DEVICE PROJECT

The Eczamatik project was developed by Istanbul Gelisim University to provide an alternative solution to the on duty pharmacy search problem. In a study conducted by the University, difficulties were determined in access to on duty pharmacies in the world and Turkey. In order to solve this problem, the Eczamatik (pharmaceutical device) project was initiated and prototypes were produced.

The practical electronic pharmacy produced within the scope of the project will be open 24/7. Citizens who find it difficult to find a pharmacy on duty will be able to get the medications they need by entering the information prescribed by the doctor into Eczamatik. With this developed project, it will be available to provide medicines in places where there is no pharmacy and it is difficult to find pharmacies on duty. Also, citizens will be able to see the price of the medicines, total price, and will be able to pay by cash or credit card.

With the “Eczamatik” developed to be resistant to all kinds of force, the most used medicines will be stored at the appropriate temperature and will be delivered to the recipient in the best way upon demand.

BABAYİĞİT AND COLLISION SYSTEM

The “Babayiğit” electric car project, which is prepared by Istanbul Gelisim University and supported by TÜBİTAK, aims to bring a solution to the traffic in Istanbul and put its signature on a first. The “Babayiğit” project, which was prepared in 2014 together with university students and faculty members, operates with a rear propulsion system and is driven by two Hub motors on its rear wheels. The mechanical structure of the vehicle is made of aluminum and the outer body is made of carbon fiber material. Babayiğit, a two-seater vehicle, is a model that has emerged on the classic car line and continues to gain people’s appreciation.

“Collision Reduction System”, which reduces collision severity in vehicles during the accident and aims to create a safer environment, was produced by Istanbul Gelisim University. The system that reduces collision intensity, is an auxiliary braking system that significantly reduces the severity of the collision engaging spontaneously when the possibility of collision in vehicles increases.

In order to increase the braking ability of the vehicles, it is designed as an intelligent auxiliary braking system that can be placed in the desired area of the vehicle independent of the existing braking system. In addition to the existing braking system, the braking capability is increased. In this way, it is aimed to reduce the severity of the collision in case of an accident. The system was placed on the “Babayiğit” electric vehicle which was produced with the own internal resources of the university in previous years. The project was successfully implemented. Improvements are ongoing.

CANE FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED

The project is a cane and guiding route system that enables the visually impaired people to follow the route by giving an audible warning as a result of the information coming from the infrared sensors controlled by microprocessor placed on the route where starting and ending points are known. Within the scope of the project, a new signal path design and a new cane design have been realized for visually impaired people.

The Ministry of Family and Social Policies and IT Accessibility Commission officials of the Governorship of Istanbul visited the university and examined the cane and other works carried out by the Technology Transfer Team on site. The Provincial Vice Director of the Ministry of Family and Social Policies Halis Kuralay and his team tried the technological cane designed for the visually impaired construction works of which were completed at the Technology Transfer Office and conveyed their positive opinions and suggestions for its improvement.
Halis Kuralay and his team stated that they would like to take part in the future stages of the project. The Project was presented in “Turkey with patents” competition organized by Turkish Patent and Trademark Agency.

**FLYING CAR**

In May 2018, the manufacturing steps of the Flying Car project were taken demonstrating that Turkey and Istanbul Gelisim University in the good sense can use technological developments and it can compete with countries with advanced technology in the World. Within the scope of the project, the mechanical laboratory of the university was actively used in the manufacturing process, which was integrated with the companies within the scope of university-industry cooperation.

At the end of June, the main body of the Flying Car project was completed and so the Flying Car project was no longer a dream but a real structure. Flight tests of the Flying Car project started mainly in July, completing 1.5 months of security testing and improvement processes of electronic equipments in line with hard work. With the month of January 2019, with bodywork produced depending on the design, work of completing Turkey’s first flying car is accelerated.
Productive and Pioneer Engineers are trained in Gelisim
- Computer Engineering
- Electrical and Electronics Engineering
- Industrial Engineering
- Civil Engineering (English-Turkish)

- Mechatronics Engineering
- Architecture (English-Turkish)
- Aircraft Engineering
FACULTY OF ECONOMICS, ADMINISTRATIVE AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

“Faculty that Trains Dynamic Leaders, Contemporary Managers and Innovative Entrepreneurs”
• Economics and Finance (English-Turkish)
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Public Relations and Publicity
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Aviation Management (English-Turkish)
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• English Language and Literature (English)
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Business Administration (English-Turkish)
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Psychology (English-Turkish)
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Radio, Television and Cinema
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Political Science and Public Administration
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Political Science and International Relations
  (English-Turkish)
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Sociology
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Tourism Guidance
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Turkish Language and Literature
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• International Business Administration and Trade
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• International Logistics and Transportation (English-Turkish)
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• International Trade (English-Turkish)
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• New Media
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Management Information Systems
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Advertising Design and Communication
FACULTY OF FINE ARTS

"Prepare for the Future with Gelisim"
• Gastronomy and Culinary Arts
  *Internationally accredited by AQAS.*
• Interior Architecture and Environmental Design
  *Internationally accredited by AQAS.*
• Interior Design
  *Internationally accredited by AQAS.*
• Cinema and Television
  *Internationally accredited by AQAS.*

• Graphic Design
• Communication Design
• Fashion and Textile Design
SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES

"Lifelong Education, Gelisim for Health"
• Nutrition and Dietetics (English-Turkish)  
  Internationally accredited by AHPGS.

• Child Development (English-Turkish)  
  Internationally accredited by AHPGS.

• Occupational Therapy  
  Internationally accredited by AHPGS.

• Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation (English-Turkish)  
  Internationally accredited by AHPGS.

• Nursing (English-Turkish)  
  Internationally accredited by AHPGS.

• Audiology  
  Internationally accredited by AHPGS.

• Orthesis-Prosthesis

• Perfusion

• Healthcare Management  
  Internationally accredited by AHPGS.

• Social Work (English-Turkish)  
  Internationally accredited by AHPGS.

• Gerontology

• Language and Speech Therapy
Internationally Accredited School
SCHOOL OF
APPLIED SCIENCES

“Applied Improvement is a Key to the Change in Your Life”
• Banking and Insurance  
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Public Relations and Advertising  
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Aviation Management  
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Business Information Management  
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Logistics  
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Media and Communication  
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Social Service  
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Aircraft Body-Engine Maintenance  
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

  It has received Recognized School Approval Certificate by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation.

• International Trade  
  Internationally accredited by AQAS.

• Gastronomy (English-Turkish)

• Restoration and Conservation

• Television Reporting and Programming

• Translation and Interpreting (English)

• New Media and Journalism
Internationally Accredited School

Let’s Popularize Sports and Adapt to the Developing World
• Coaching Training
  *Internationally accredited by AQAS.*

• Exercise and Sport Sciences
  *Internationally accredited by AQAS.*

• Sports Management
  *Internationally accredited by AQAS.*

• Recreation

• Exercise and Sport for Disabled

• Coaching Training (English) (*)

(*) – Departments in the process of approval by YÖK (The Council of Higher Education)
Internationally Accredited School

ISO Certificate of Stakeholder Satisfaction

INTERNATIONAL ACCREDITATIONS

INTERNATIONAL ACCREDITATIONS
SCHOOL OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES

“Limits of My Language, Secrets of My World”
IGU Weekend School

The aim of the program is to reduce the mental barriers by removing the students from the stress created by the classroom environment and to provide them with a fluent speaking habit in more comfortable, self-confidence enhancer environments. The program, which transforms the formal relationship between the teacher and the student into a warmer and sincerer peer relationship, decreases the shyness of speaking in a foreign language, motivates the students to speak more fluently in a natural and comfortable environment, and enables the communication to continue outside the classroom by offering the appetizers and refreshments.

English Preparatory Program

Our English Preparatory Program, which operates in accordance with The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, aims to learn and use language skills more effectively focusing on the student’s in-class and out-of-class performance rather than rote-learning based education system.

Online Language Learning Platform: The opportunities such as following the lessons online and some of the exams are done via the internet enables students to learn language independently of time and space.

In addition, the program has been accredited by Pearson Assured Accreditation, a company that is active almost anywhere in the world. Our students learn English in a program that ensures quality control of all processes and certifies their achievements with “Pearson Certificate of Achievement, which is valid abroad, and they can continue their language course abroad if they wish.
Internationally Accredited Foreign Languages School

INTERNATIONAL ACCREDITATIONS

Sharon Hague
Responsible Officer
Pearson Education Ltd

ISTANBUL GELISIM UNIVERSITY has been assured for the quality of the processes underpinning the design, delivery, quality assurance and / or assessment of the organisation's own education or training programmes.

Centre Number: 91952

Sharon Hague
Responsible Officer
Pearson Education Ltd

PEARSON ASSURED
ISTANBUL GELISIM VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

“Business World Needs Improvement”
• Justice (**)
• Culinary (**)
• Banking and Insurance (**)
• Printing and Publishing Technologies
• Computer Aided Design and Animation
• Computer Programming (**)
• Computer Technology
• Maritime and Port Management (**)
• International Trade (**)
• Electrics
• Photography and Videography
• Food Technology (**)
• Graphic Design (**)
• Public Relations and Advertisement

• Air Logistics
• Interior Design
• Human Resources Management (**)
• Construction Technology (**)
• Occupational Health and Safety (**)
• Logistics (**)
• Machinery
• Architectural Decorative Arts (**)
• Fashion Design (**)
• Automotive Technology (**)
• Radio and Television Programming (**)
• Civil Aviation Transportation Management (**)
• Civil Aviation Transportation Management (English)
• Civil Aviation Cabin Services (**)
• Civil Aviation Cabin Services (English)
• Social Services (**)
• Sports Management
• Tourist Guiding
• Aircraft Technology (**)


• Flight Operations Management

• Applied English and Translation
• Applied Russian and Translation
• Mechatronics
• Electronic Technology
• Information Security Technology

(*/) – These departments have also evening education
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
OF HEALTH SERVICES

"Qualified Health Personnel are Trained at IGU"
• Oral and Dental Health (**)  
• Operating Room Services (**)  
• Anesthesia (**)  
• Biomedical Device Technology  
• Child Development (**)  
• Dental Prosthesis Technology (**)  
• Dialysis (**)  
• Electroneurophysiology (**)  
• Physiotherapy (**)  

• First and Emergency Aid (**)  
• Audiometry (**)  
• Food Quality Control and Analysis  
• Podology  
• Opticianry (**)  
• Orthopedic Prosthesis and Orthesis  
• Pathology Laboratory Techniques (**)  
• Perfusion Techniques (**)  
• Radiotherapy (**)  

• Hair Care and Beauty Services  
• Health Institutions Management (**)  
• Medical Documentation and Secretariat (**)  
• Medical Visualization Techniques (**)  
• Medical Laboratory Techniques (**)  
• Autopsy Assistantship  
• Medical Promotion and Marketing  

(**) – These departments have also evening education
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
NATURAL AND
APPLIED SCIENCES

“Science is the Key to Our Future”
- Electrical and Electronics Engineering (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based) (Turkish-English)
- Engineering Management (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis)
- Occupational Health and Safety (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based)
- Civil Engineering (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis)
- Civil Engineering (PhD)
- Occupational Health and Safety (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis)
- Mechatronics Engineering (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based)
- Computer Engineering * (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis)
- Computer Engineering * (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based-English)
- Interior Architecture and Environmental Design * (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis)
- Electrical and Electronics Engineering * (Master’s Degree) (Non Thesis)
- Mechatronics Engineering * (Master’s Degree) (Non Thesis)
- Civil Engineering * (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based-English)
- Civil Engineering (English) * (PhD)
- Computer Engineering * (PhD)

(*) - Departments in the process of approval by YÖK (The Council Of Higher Education)
Health is the Condition of Wisdom and its Sign is Joy
• Nutrition and Dietetics  
   (Master’s Degree) (Non-Thesis)

• Movement and Exercise Sciences  
   (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based/Non-Thesis)

• Movement and Exercise Sciences  
   (PhD)

• Healthcare Management  
   (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based/Non-Thesis)

• Sports Management  
   (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based/Non-Thesis)

• Nutrition and Dietetics *  
   (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based)

(*) - Departments in the process of approval by YÖK (The Council of Higher Education)
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

"Art of Communication is the Language of Leadership"
- Addiction Psychology (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based)
- Economics and Finance (PhD)
- Economics and Finance (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis)
- Economics and Finance (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based/Non-Thesis) (English)
- Visual Communication Design (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis)
- Security Studies (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based)
- Public Relations and Publicity (Master’s Degree) (Non-Thesis)
- Business Administration (PhD)
- Business Administration (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis)
- Clinical Psychology (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis)
- Psychology (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis)
- Health Institutions Management (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis)
- Health Management (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis)
- Political Science and International Relations (PhD)
- Political Science and International Relations (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis)
- Sociology (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis)
- International Logistics and Transportation (Master’s Degree) (Non-Thesis)
- New Media Communication and Journalism (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based)
- Gastronomy (PhD)
- Gastronomy (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis)
- Political Science and Public Administration (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based)
- Business Administration (Master’s Degree) (Non-Thesis/Distance Education)
- Clinical Psychology * (PhD)
- Clinical Psychology * (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis) (English)
- Business Administration * (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis) (English)
- Sociology * (PhD)
- Political Science and Public Administration * (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based) (English)
- Islamic Banking * (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis) (English)
- Business Administration * (Master’s Degree) (Thesis Based / Non-Thesis) Distance Education

(*) - Departments in the process of approval by YÖK (The Council of Higher Education)
DIRECTORATE OF HEALTH, CULTURE AND SPORTS

More Than 700 Activities in the Field of Health, Culture, and Sports within a year
Activity purpose of Istanbul Gelisim University, Department of Health, Culture, and Sports (SKS) is to make the students’ time within the university valuable and different; to support their personal development meeting their health, sports, cultural and other social needs. The Department of Health, Culture, and Sports is a service unit that meets the needs of the students on social, cultural solidarity and guidance, sports; and also an application department where applications and research are carried out in order to support education and training.

In the 2018-2019 academic year, the SKS Department held 719 events. In order to make life in the university meaningful, it meets with the students in many activities such as sports, health, culture and arts.

GOALS

- To evaluate spare time of the students according to their work, recreation and interests,
- To enable them to gain new social and cultural interests while studying.
- To provide services that enable the development of talents and personalities in a healthy way.
- To train individuals who care about their mental and physical health,
- To enable them to gain regular and disciplined working, resting and entertainment habits.
DIRECTORATE OF HEALTH, CULTURE AND SPORTS

Various Experiences with 78 Student Clubs
Student Clubs

- AID Club
- Anadolu Youth Club
- Ataturkist Thought Club
- Anti-Addiction Club
- Nutrition and Dietetics Club
- Information and Values Club
- One work Thousands of Hope Club
- Biotechnology and Life Sciences Club
- Child Development Specialists Club
- Dance Club
- Language, Thought and Literature Club
- Electrical and Electronics Engineering Club
- Industrial Engineering Club
- Erasmus + Club
- Occupational Therapy and Social Rehabilitation Club
- ESports Club
- Futurism Club
- GastroArt Club
- Gastrobahçe Club
- Enlighten Your Future with Books
- Gelisim Finance and Investment Club
- Gelisim Volunteers Club
- Gelisim Leaders Club
- Gelisim Airplane and Space Club
- Gelisim UNIBJK
- Young Civil Engineers Club
- Food Technology Club
- Entrepreneur Athletes Club
- Global Leadership and Entrepreneurship Club
- Public Relations and Social Responsibility Club
- Aircraft Maintenance Club
- Aviation Club
- Animal Rights Club
- Nursing Club
- International Students Club
- IGU Science Club
- IGU Translation Club
- IGU Young TEMA Club
- IGU Camera and Shooting Club
- IGU Pathology Club
- IGU Turkish Red Crescent Club
- IGUFTR
- Communications Innovation Club
- Human Resources and Career Club
- Istanbul Gelisim University Turkish Aeronautical Association Club
- Occupational Health and Safety Club
- Personal and Social Development Club
- Running Club
- Cultural Heritage Club
- Culture and Civilization Club
- Logistics and Trade Club
- LÖSEV Club
- Media Club
- National Values Club
- Architecture Values Club
- Debating Club
- Music Club
- Audiology Club
- Orienteering and Nature Club
- Perfusion Club
- Psychology Club
- Health Club
- Leaders of Exercise and Sport for Health Club
- Field Research Club
- Defense Sports Club
- Cinema Club
- Political Science and International Relations Club
- Social Work Club
- Drama club
- Together Life Club
- Community Awareness Projects Club
- Trabzonspor Club
- Turkish World Research Club
- uA Gelisim UNI Club
- University Young Fenerbahce Club
- Volleyball Club
- Enlighten Tomorrow Club
- Novices Club
HEALTH AND CULTURE
IN GELISIM

Health Services affiliated to MedikoSosyal Directorate established within the body of SKS (Health, Culture, and Sports) Department provide health services with 1 Doctor, 5 Nurses, 1 Psychologist.

6 Conference Halls
with a total capacity of 1500 people are used in the activities held during the year.
As Istanbul Gelisim University, we strive to ensure that our students do not remain at the level of theoretical knowledge.

For this reason, the internship is not only an application of theoretical knowledge but also a very important tool for the future business life of our students.

Support efforts towards the right choice of profession; recognition of the business world, possible difficulties in working process and efforts to overcome it, adaptation processes, steps to transform school knowledge into professional experience are as important as theoretical education for our school.

In this process, the internship will enable our students to know both their professions and themselves and thus to make a healthy future planning.

To meet a different world outside of studentship and school, to see the business life that is very different from every aspect of the school, will offer students a completely different experience.

Through the internship, the student will be able to draw the direction of his / her professional career in a healthy way by improving himself / herself while entering the process of getting to know himself / herself better.

Therefore, students should consider internship opportunities as a great opportunity.

In addition to being open and willing to learn, they should try to learn as much as possible and try to fulfill the assigned tasks with great enthusiasm. This effort is not only limited to getting to know the job better and investing more in themselves; it is also important in terms of keeping the job in hand. Therefore, it is more important for our students to try to spend the whole internship process efficiently.

**Nutrition and Dietetics (TUR-ENG)**
- 2nd and 3rd Level Hospitals of the Ministry of Health
- University Hospitals
- Private Health Facilities

**Social Work (TUR-ENG)**
- Ministry of Family, Labor and Social Services
- Ministry of Justice
- Municipalities
- Bakırköy Probation
- Nursing Homes
- Public Foundations

**Occupational Therapy**
- 2nd and 3rd Level Hospitals of the Ministry of Health
- Private Health Facilities

**Audiology**
- 2nd and 3rd level Hospitals of the Ministry of Health
- Safa Hospitals
- Yunus Emre Medical Center
- Hearing Aid Centers
- Rehabilitation Centers

**Child Development (TUR-ENG)**
- Special Education and Training Institution

**Nursing (TUR-ENG)**
- 2nd and 3rd level Hospitals of the Ministry of Health
- Elderly Care and Rehabilitation Centers of the Ministry of Family, Labor and Social Services

**Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation (TUR-ENG)**
- 2nd and 3rd Hospitals of the Ministry of Health
- University Hospitals
- Private Avcılar Hospital

**Practice / Internship Opportunities for the students of School of Health Sciences**

The aim of the practice and internship is to enable the students of our school to interpret the patient, to learn what can be done and to gain experience on how to produce a solution when they encounter a problem.
APPLIED COURSES
You can become skilful by transferring the knowledge, skills and values of the fields learned in theoretical courses into practice through applied courses. By means of this knowledge and skill, you can start one step further to your career goal.

In addition to the theoretical courses of all faculties and schools of our university, you can contribute to your professional development with practical courses and shape your career goals.

- Handball I
- Football I
- Futsal I
- Volleyball I
- Yoga I
- Pilates I
- Step Aerobics I
- Spinning I
- Folk Dances I
- Artistic Gymnastic I
- Circus Gymnastic I
- Ice Skating I
- Rhythm Training and Dance I
- Rhythmic Gymnastics I
- Swimming I
- Wrestling I
- Judo I
- Karate-do I
- Chess I
- Taekwondo
- Shooting I
- Fencing I
- Table Tenis I
- Badminton I
- Field Study in Preschool Education I
- Field Study in Child Development I
- Summer Internship
- Clinic Trials I
- Basic Principles and Applications in Nursing II
- Internal Diseases Nursing
- Surgical Nursing
- Women’s Health and Diseases Nursing
- Nursing Management
- Mental Health and Disease Nursing
- Public Health Nursing
- Smart Textiles
- Packaging Design II
- Printing Techniques
- Weaving Workshop
- World Cuisine
- Event and Organization Management
- Photography
- Fusion Cuisine
- The Environment of the Future
- Sensory Analysis of Foods
- Entrepreneurship
- Clothing Accessories
- Garment Molding and Draping
- Graphic Design Studio IV
- Animated Graphic Design II
- Indoor Textiles
- Design Research in Interior Design II
- Interior Architecture Studio II
- Illustration II
- Human and Space Relations II
- Character Design
- Urban Graphic Design
- Concept and Design
- Desktop Publishing II
- Graduation Project
- Mobile Living Units
- Fashion Editing and Writing
- Fashion Illustration II
- Children’s Clothing in Fashion Design
- Men’s Clothing in Fashion Design
- Fashion and Branding
- Culinary Terminology
- Culinary Applications II
- Portfolio Design
- Project Management and Cost
- Creation in Cinema and Television II
- Introduction to Cinema II
- Social Media Applications
- Construction Site Management
- History of Urbanism and Urban Planning
- Object Oriented Programming
- Data Structures and Algorithms
- Computer Architecture
- Visual Programming
- Research Methods in Psychology I
- Computer Project
- Differential equations
- Production and Operations Management
- Steel Structures
- Building Statics II
- Soil Mechanics
Istanbul Gelisim University IGUTÖMER was established to teach Turkish as a foreign language to international students, to develop Turkish teaching materials, to introduce Turkish language and Turkish culture to the world.

IGUTÖMER provides training in accordance with the European Common Language Criteria. The education system is designed to develop four basic language skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing. The teaching staff consists of experienced staff with pedagogical formation who are experts in their field.

In IGUTÖMER students are trained in the levels given below:
- A1 - A2 basic level
- B1 - B2 intermediate level
- C1 - C2 advanced level

In order to continue to undergraduate and graduate education in Turkey Turkish proficiency is required in level C1.

Courses consist of 120-hour courses for two months. The courses are held 12 months of year, 7 days a week, between the hours of 09.00-21.30, except for official and religious holidays.

Quizzes and end-of-level exams covering all skills are conducted to measure language skills at each level. Successful students continue their education by continuing to a higher level.
Activities

For international students studying Turkish, visits to various museums and sightseeing places are organized. Activities to introduce Turkish culture and improve language learning skills for students consist of trips to Besiktaş Maritime Museum, Rahmi Koç Museum, Dolmabahçe Palace museums, as well as places of nature such as Kirazlıbent Picnic Area, Atatürk Arboretum, Emirgan.

Within the scope of extracurricular activities, various interviews and conferences are organized. The conferences and interviews are organized by IGUTÖMER on a regular basis in order to provide students with a vision other than language skills and to contribute to their academic development.

Certificate of Teaching Turkish to Foreigners

Turkish Speaking Club and Turkish Reading Clubs were opened to improve Turkish. Clubs provide training to help students improve their speaking and reading levels to academic levels.

A certificate of Teaching Turkish to Foreigners is also given due to the training of the trainer. The certificate covers all those who aim to teach Turkish to foreigners and pursue a career in this field. Certificate courses are given by academicians who are professional in this field and conduct academic studies.
Istanbul Gelisim University Continuous Education, Application and Research Center focuses on lifelong education and the needs of professional life, and provides privileged education and training by academic and professional knowledge, equipped and experienced trainers in its modern, contemporary education and training environment.

Apart from the trainings that enable individuals to develop themselves and specialize in business life and provide professional and personal development, IGUSEM (Continuous Education Application and Research Center) also provides corporate training and consultancy to institutions that want to adapt to the information age and globalization environment. IGUSEM which aims to provide useful and important to society trainings that any individual from all ages and occupational groups can participate, adopts the highest level of quality approach in the lifelong education activities after the formal education with its certificate programs, workshops, conferences and seminars, by taking the scientific approach, reliable and impartial information as its principles.

In order to contribute to both the development of individuals and the qualified workforce of the institutions in packages developed according to the needs, IGUSEM has diversified its trainings under sixteen headings. All of the trainings are provided by our academic personnel who are experts in their fields, and high value added services are rendered by being supported with the theoretical and practical applications.

Every year, new trainings are opened for different sectors and areas of interest. IGUSEM trainings are as follows:
Our Trainings

- Digital and Informatics Trainings
- Language Courses
- Aviation Academy
- Academy of Law
- Communication and Design Trainings
- Human Resources Trainings
- Business Administration & Management Trainings
- Personal and Professional Development Trainings
- Culture and Art Trainings
- Culinary Academy
- Trainings for Lecturers
- Psychology Trainings
- Health Trainings
- Trainings of Preparation for Exams
- Sports Academy Trainings
- Tourism and Hotel Management Trainings

* Our educational curriculum is enriched with different programs throughout the year.
IGU CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Career Counseling and Career Planning
The subjects that our students and graduates can discuss with career counselors at all stages of their career planning and development are shaped within the following framework.

Career Counseling
- Implementation of Personality/Interest Inventories and Career Oriented Interpretation
- General Career Counseling
- Undergraduate and Graduate Process Planning
- Preparing CV, Reference Letter
- Interview Preparation
- Sector Information

Career Planning
- Evaluation of individual characteristics
- Assessment of career opportunities
- Determination of individual characteristics and career opportunities
- Determination of individual needs and objectives
- Applications

Events & Seminars Related to Career Development
- Company/Institution Introduction Interviews
- Field Visits
- Human Resources / Recruitment Processes
- CV Writing Techniques
- Interview Rehearsals
- Leadership Trainings
- Team work
- Time and Stress Management
- Mentoring Programs

For Individuals Making a DIFFERENCE
The purpose of the Career Development Center is to help students to develop their skills in line with today’s expectations in order to achieve success in their business life after graduation, to make short, medium and long term career plans for the future and to achieve these goals. In this process, our center aims to advise the university students on issues such as personality recognition, determination of interests, determination of targets, sector/institution recognition related to business life, career development, preparation for business life and decision making.

It also aims to bring high-qualified individuals encountered with wide range of knowledge and skills ranging from social life, art, engineering, health, economy, trade, politics, sports to business management, and thus to make a significant difference to contribute to the development of quality of life.

For our students and graduates,

- To undertake career counseling in line with the objectives and goals,
- Carrying out competence studies to better know themselves,
- Carrying out career planning in line with the needs of the sector with talent, knowledge, skills, interests and desires,
- To be a guide for candidates with high personal awareness and intellectual knowledge,
- To make sure that there are candidates who will make a difference in business life and interviews,
- To create an interactive process by bringing together the pioneers of the industry and students,
- To support them in preparing for the situations they will encounter during the interview stages,
- Organizing trainings aimed at gaining some practical skills that can be used in working life and daily life,
- To support the implementation of joint career development, job and employee provision projects and programs by developing stakeholder relations and cooperation with relevant private sector, public institutions and organizations,
- Organizing internship places, technical and professional trips by contacting companies related to their interests in line with their professional development,
- Supporting them to be individuals with goals, taking planned steps and acting rationally, actively participating in projects that create added value in the process of corporate and social development,
- To organize studies in order to be able to express themselves correctly and effectively both in written and verbal ways and to be successful in interview and evaluation processes while entering the business life.
The information resources of our library are structured in accordance with the departments and programs of our university and are constantly diversified. Our library contains materials in many languages. Our library catalog (list of all the library resources) is available online 24/7 through our website http://kutuphane.gelisim.edu.tr/. Every resources in all our libraries can be scanned from a single interface. The requested publication can be obtained from in which library it is or it can be brought to your campus for you through our librarians.

When our users make their proxy settings from the page https://kddb.gelisim.edu.tr/Duyuru/vekil-sunucu-proxy-sistemimiz-yenilendi they can have continuous access our databases 24/7 outside the institution.

Continuous Access

to the information that you need
independently of time and space
One of Turkey’s first libraries using the KOHA library automation software
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Gelisim Tower, known as the modern building of the IGU campus, hosts a lively university life with its spacious lobby and gardens. It revives the environment with its 78 student clubs including cinema, theatre, music and travel clubs.

CAMPUS LIFE

- Library
- Conference Halls
- Screenig Room
- Reading Rooms
- Dining Halls
- Accomodation
- Sports Facilities
Sports Facilities

Sports facilities within the campus of Istanbul Gelisim University were created with the aim of evaluating the extracurricular time of the youngsters of IGU and revealing their sporting talents through sports activities. Basketball and volleyball courts, tennis court, indoor gym are open every day for the use of our students and staff.

Our aim is to prepare the environment for students to gain healthy living habits, to enrich campus life, and to provide students with lifelong sports skills organizing quality physical education, sports and fitness programs. It is also a scientific fact that the sense of learning is enriched by the acquired skills.

In addition to having basketball, volleyball and football pitches in international standards, our university provides convenience to the students with its fitness center area. All of our students have the opportunity to work under the supervision of instructors and coaches at any time in the sports hall where the training and matches of university teams are held.

Throughout the academic year, our students are provided with the opportunity to evaluate their free time and improve their skills with courses in basketball, volleyball, folk dances and modern dance branches organized by expert trainers.
Cafeterias/Dining Hall

Dining hall, canteens and cafeterias of Istanbul Gelisim University serve its students with quality products considering their daily caloric needs. All nutrition places are continuously inspected by the university administration in terms of cleanliness, compliance with hygiene conditions and price balance.

There is also a healthy life cafe (Fit Cafe) which is opened by the students of School of Physical Education and Sports to draw attention to the importance of healthy and balanced nutrition. The cafe offers handmade organic food and drinks, and different menus are available for each meal.

In campus life, there is a plenty of daily and fresh dishes as the same quality as home cooking.
Dormitories and Accommodation

The student dormitories that we have contracted are in compliance with the earthquake regulations. Water tank, generator and fire systems are available. Rooms with the options of module system and base are at your service.

### Rooms

- Face Recognition And Card Entry System
- 3-Module Furniture System (Bed – Working Table–Wardrobe)
- Plasma TV – Mini Fridge – Wi-Fi
- Antibacterial carpet
- Custom Locked Shoe Rack
- Hair dryer
- Hygiene Bag and Foam Soap
- Buffet Breakfast of 20 Types
- Free Laundry
- Periodic Cleaning of Rooms and Bathrooms
- 24/7 Hot Water
- Central Heating System
- Hot and Cold Water Dispenser on Each Floor
- 24/7 Security
- Drawing and Model Room

### Common Area

Cafeteria - Winter Garden - Games Room - Sauna - Fitness - Study Room - Library - Technical Study Room - Study Room - Infirmary - Masjid - Luggage Room

### Free Activities

Chess Tournament - Backgammon Tournament - Foosball Tournament - Football Tournament - Volleyball Tournament - Paintball - Istanbul Bosphorus Tour - Princes' Islands Tour - Çanakkale Tour - Karaoke - Graduation Henna - Eskişehir Tour - Abant Tour - Mausoleum Visit

Dormitories are within walking distance of our university. Daytime and evening education students are provided with free shuttle service due to climate conditions.
FROM PAST TO TODAY

ISTANBUL GELISIM UNIVERSITY

Huge Research Complex consisting of 112 LABORATORIES

Number of Students in the 2008-2009 Academic Year: 198
Number of Departments in the 2008-2009 Academic Year: 9
Number of Students in the 2018-2019 Academic Year: 23,700

Cooperations with 102 International Universities

Leader University with 568 Patents

Number of Research Centers in the 2018-2019 Academic Year: 17

ISTANBUL GELISIM UNIVERSITY

Open for Improvement!